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FOLLOW US FOLLOW US 【N6 features】1. Decorations (1) New Terf effect (Anger of zeus) (2) New combined turf effect (Dimensional World) 2. New sounds and effects【Optimization and adjustments】1. Some interfaces and descriptions have been updated and adjusted. Bookmarks: You can now share any coordinate bookmarks in any chats you're in.
Clan Bookmarks: Now you can remove any clan bookmarks you already have. 【new content】1. New skin vigilance: Judgment Day Merck Anita.2. Auction House: Items can now be added to the Next List and will be mailed when items become available.【Nth features】1. Clan Headquarters: Publish Intel is enabled for Vigilante Recruitment 2. SVIP
Privileges: The new Mafia Anonymous Newspaper option (available at SVIP 10) is included.3 New sound and visual effects are included. 【new content】1. New baby: Kira, queen of fashion2. Some newly added Boss Appearances can now be obtained using Honorary Scores either from the Governor of the Mafia or Interstate War events.【N however】1.
Decorations: (1) Dreamy Ice Cream Castle Turf Jewelry (2) King Of Guidor Ops Effect2. Billboards: You can now go to Settings to customize what you want these billboards to display and customize how often they are updated. 【New content】1.Clan Territory: added a new Tower Bridge decoration that provides 3% Biker and Shooter Attack.2.Mafia
Newspaper: all the major events that take place daily in Mafia City can now be seen here.3.Notifications: now there will be a system notification whenever the family business contract you work out completes. 【new content】1. City Hall: Recently added official skills. (1) Mutual Benefit: All city leaders will receive 15% more over a period of time. It will be 20%
for the mayor. (2) City Mail: This will allow you to send a message to everyone in the city2. (Tag Clan) (1) The recently added Death Tag. Treasure tag, Spy tag and Defense tag. (2) Text on tags can now be translated. 【New content】1.New Vigilante: General Sung-Ho.2.Family Business Center: New Business (Family Learning).3.Clan Calendar: Added a
new Calendar Icon. When creating an event, Leaders can now add an event icon to distinguish the event. 【No features】1.Decorations: (1) Lawn Effect: Adoration Bouquet Turf Effect. (2) The Turf Effect: Luck in the Descent.2.New icon of the Thief of the Century clan has been added.3.New sound and visual effects have been added. 【new content】1.
Clan Property and Contribution: (1) New Classes 2, 3 and 4 Properties Added, namely Criminal Operation I, Criminal Operation II, Freightage I Weapon and Hitman Service, which opens clan skills after making a contribution. (2) Clan Skills (Criminal Operation I), Criminal Operation II, Weapon Transportation I and Killer Service have been added. After
contributing to the properties, R4 or R5 Member can use clan skills for all members. 【new content】1. City Competition: A new Ranking History feature has been added where players can view the previous strongest leader. This will start to be recorded in the next event.2. VIP Privileges: Mafiapoly's Auto Play' Speed-Up feature has been added. It can be
unlocked on SVIP9.3. Value Packages: The Incredible Roadster Weekly Package 【Npm features】1. Clan Shop: Hitman Coin Production Boost 【New Contents】1. New vigilance: Yuki.2. City Tournament: Added Ranking History for leaders to view past top rankings (the entry will start in the next event).3. Mail All: the name has been changed to Clan
Mails and the sender's editor, who will receive mail.4. New visual and sound effects have been added. 【new content】1. Contract Agency: Added 4th Section to Adv. Combat Service. Super Raid: Included Second Turn which will be available after the completion of Hitman's service called Super Raid Operation.3. Settings: The option to cancel Group Chat
Notifications is enabled. 【N features】1. New dress-ups: Celebrity Karina, Celebrity Tiffany, Celebrity Leanne, Celebrity Summer and Celebrity Amelia are available from special events. 【new content】1. Clan features: Members of the R4 and R5 clan can now add event schedules to their Clan Calendar. New Clan Properties: Included Class 5 Properties,
Clan Property Honor. The level of Clan Honor can be viewed on the clan interface after the relevant investment3 has been completed. Vigilance Growth Fund: New Vigilance Growth Fund 8 is included. 【New content】1.New Vigilante: Spectre2.Clan H: Strengthening Order were added to clan meetings. Increase Maps can now be rewarded whenever tasks
are performed【 New Features】1. Now you can customize whether you want to be notified by your radar whenever Cop Raid moves towards you.2.Clan Log: There are now logs related to when clan members have their ranks changed. 【new content】1. The new Pawnbroker feature: Increase to improve hardware attributes.2. New mercenary: VARIAN
G.I. that can be attacked to get increase maps to expand your equipment.【Nthic features】1. Photo Wall: Players can now, as the comments below Photos.2. New Site Choice Settings: To change the display style of the icon when selecting empty land. 【new content】 1. New vigilance: (Rodrigo). 2. New baby: Giselle. 【N features】 1. Street forces: new
street forces (up to lv. 35) have been added. 2. Clan Photo Wall: R4 and 45 clan members can choose whether they want to show the clan wall to non-clan members. 【new content】 1. Cop Raid: (1) Hard mode is on. (2) 5 new Points Awards are included. 2. Decoration feature: Ops Trail Effects. 3. Leadership Skills: Included Skill Set 4 (available by Shop).
【New Content】 1.New Vigilante: Sir Takemarru 2.New Decorations: Cowboy Ops 【New features】 1. The clan invites: (1) Added the Cancel Invitation feature. (2) The same Leader can only be invited once a day. 2. Chat optimization: The stickers sent can be recalled within a certain period of time. 3. Speaker Optimization: Speaker Messages can now be
translated. 4. New sounds and effects. 【New content】1.Clan Resource Site: The Clan Resource Permission element can be used to create a clan resource site within the clan. All members of the clan can collect resources from it.2.VIP Sign-In: VIP points can be obtained by registering daily. Additional rewards can be obtained from signing up in the
yearly.3.City Migration: a new Request Donation feature has been added to obtain Clan Pass Passes from Clan members. 【N content】1.Clan H:(1) (Nora Hsu) can now be typed with vigilante Recruitment. (2) The single Vigilante Recruitment Box was increased to 3. You can open them if you purchase enough glasses!【New feature】1.Family Point
Store: Rose Items are now available on the Lv. 1 Store.2.Plantation Store: Rose Items are now available on the Lv. 1 Store. 【new content】1. Mercenaries: Hitman Coins can now be obtained by defeating mercenaries. New decorations: (1) Ops Effect. (2) The Majestic Scorpion Combine the OPS effect. (3) Spring Bamboo Effect.3 New sound and FX
effects have been added. 【new content】1. Contracting Agency: Included hitman's new services in Equipment Service section 2. Crew rating: Use of T11 crew dialing points will now also provide personal scores. Monument to the Godfather: included the new Force of Nature Achievement.【NN features】1. The godfather's quotes are added Lesson 28, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33 and 34.2. New sticker: Little tyrant dinosaur (you can get from limited time events). 【Tho new content】1. New Vigilance: Purple Night.2. The new Buff Mansion: Lower Information. When he is spied on, only 75% of the crew will hang up in the report.3 New Share Formation feature: Players can now share information about their formation in
the city and clan chats! 【new content】1. Leader Skills: (1) Fight: Added a new active skill (Fighting fanaticism) that increases your leader's equipment attributes by 5% over a period of time. (2) Development: Added a new active skill (Fast Wits), which will instantly reduce cooling time skills by 30%. (3) Support: Added a new active skill (Retry) that instantly
reset the number of mercenaries can win every day. 【new content】1. Wealth Batlle Events: Included City Personal Ranking, where players ranked on top will receive Awards and Massachrist Title!2. Valuable crate event: included in the Lv. 6 Storehouse list. 3. Investment Centre: New properties have been added to the Crew Opportunities section. New
features Appearance: added Mr Rabbit Avatar which can be obtained through Mr Rabbit's Secret Agenda event. 【new content】1. Plantation: Plantation Shop can now be updated to Lv. 12.2. Smileys: We've added a new Sorting feature to organize the emoji order. Photo wall: Players can now write a description for the photos they upload. VIP Privileges:
We've added a new Auto Channel feature for plantation guard dogs (available on SVIP 10). 【new content】1. New Vigilance: Wayne Gwan Knight Hacker.2. New Crew Rank feature: Crew members can be ranked using Subtance (feature available in Mansion Lv. 15).3. New mercenary: Haunter by defeating him, you can get Substance for the crew rating.4
Family Business Area: The zone can be destroyed after it takes 2 full hours, and garrison operations will return with stolen family gold. 【new content】1. New vigilance: Feisty Gambler (Natalie).2. VIP privileges: new VIP exclusive packages (available after reaching certain VIP levels) are included.3. New watchful skins: Naughty Dancer (Tracy). 4. Proximity:
(1) Exclusive intimacy package will be unlocked when members of the Group reach 6,000 intimacy. The purchase will send a gift to another member of the Group. (2) Proximity can now be derived from claiming to be a Gift of Oath. 【N features】1. Family: Added Family Business Area feature.2.Decoration: added Turf.3.VIP Privilege Effect feature: Added
Mafia-poly automatic throw feature (available on SVIP 5).【New content】1.Reputation Report: added Notification Settings. 【new content】1. New vigilance: Alice. 2. Clan territory: added Lv. 6 defense towers with 5% De-buff defense on enemy turfs within range.3. Family features: Added Medical Center to heal T11 crew members in a coma.4 Photo wall:
Stick to Top feature added to place your chosen photo in top.【New Features】1. VIP: Added Acceleration of all plantation fields (available on SVIP 1). 【new content】1. New vigilance: Jose the Royal Duke. 2. Romantic Valentine's Day: Visit the kids to get flowers that may be a gift to others. 【N features】1. Vigilante's new sets: (1) Lv. 20 Dead Eye's Set
provides the attributes of strengthening the shooter. (2) Lv. 25 Gun Meister's Set provides the attributes of strengthening the shooter. (3) Lv. 30 Acer's Set provides the attributes of strengthening the shooter. 【new content】1. Event 2nd Lantern Festival Week: Temple Lantern Fair. 2. New decoration: The effect of the lawn Plum Lantern. 【Optimization and
adjustment】1. Certain interfaces have been optimized and updated. Some descriptions have been adjusted and changed. 【new content】1. Family function: family points you can get it from leveling Store.2 points. New decorations: (1) Daruma Ancient Fort Turf Decorations. (2) Decoration of Daruma Ops. (3) The Darum Dancing lawn effect. 【new
content】1. VIP: Added the Synthesize Everything feature to synthesize all gemstones for higher qualities at once (available on SVIP5). 【new content】1. New photo wall: Urban photo wall where the most popular photos of the city are displayed. 2. Family Point Store: A level system is enabled where more items are available and Buff will become available
as a level store with Exp from Spending Family Points. 【N features】1. Items: Added the Favorite feature, which will list favorite items at the top of the item inventory. 2. Clan Voting: A Vote for Bookmark feature has been added that can be used to fill in voting information more quickly. 【new content】1. Family function: The joined family can now be
installed as an image download interface (must install the latest version of the game from the app store).2. Mail: Added bookmarking feature to mark and save chat messages (word and emoji only) for a maximum of 45 days. 3. Rating Board: Added Clan Member Force Rating (Clan Member Kill Rating). 【new content】1. Clan Headquarters: A new vigilance
kit task that can be carried out with Clan Meeting (completing it will provide an appropriate vigilante fragment).2. Lawn Interaction: Gold can now be spent on the appropriate Interactions.【New Features】1. VIP privileges: a new Complete All feature for queues, making Gem (available on SVIP 5.2. VIP store: Family Token and Family Gold will be available
for purchase after reaching the appropriate level. 【new content】1. Photo Wall: Allows you to upload exclusive photos. 2. New Vigilance: Pain Administrator --Sandro Nagato.3. Vigilante feature: New Spellbound Sorceress leather added for Wendy.4. Decoration function: The Fallen Wings lawn effect has been added. 【new content】1. Photo Wall: Allows
you to upload exclusive photos. 2. New Vigilance: Pain Administrator --Sandro Nagato.3. Vigilante feature: New Spellbound Sorceress leather added for Wendy.4. Decoration function: The Fallen Wings lawn effect has been added. 【new content】1. Clan: A new Birthday Benefit feature has been added that will give you an exclusive birthday present and a
gift for the day after you set your birthday date. 2. Roadster Club: New Twilight Blade, Hellflame and Poison Ivy Rare Roadsters have been added. 3. Decoration feature:(1) Added the new Red Lightning Crime Ops decorations. (2) Added the new Panther Rider Combine Ops Jewelry.4 New sound and special effects have been added. 【new feature】1.
Contract agency: new Hitman in Combat Services2. Decoration function: (1) Added a new decoration of the lawn Unicorn Palace. (2) Added a new effect Imagination and Angel Wings. (3) Added a new National Carnival Ops decorations and and Adjustment】1. Vigilante Lead Ops Optimization: The remaining Vigilante stamina will now also be displayed
when leading operations require Stamina. 【new content】1. Rival function: Data from cross-server battles can also be recorded. Investment Center: (1) Some properties have been added to increase crew attacks in the Advanced Weapons section. (2) Added a new Raid Assault property - immediately set off your first initiated raid from your current initiated
raid on usage.【New feature】1. Decoration function: (1) Added a new terf effect Red Dysphoria. (2) Added a new decoration Autumn Fury Ops. 【new content】1. Rival function: Data from cross-server battles can also be recorded. Investment Center: (1) Some properties have been added to increase crew attacks in the Advanced Weapons section. (2)
Added a new Raid Assault property - immediately set off your first initiated raid from your current initiated raid on usage.【New feature】1. Decoration function: (1) Added a new terf effect Red Dysphoria. (2) Added a new decoration Autumn Fury Ops. 【new content】1. New babe: The beach queen (Summer) - Join her pool party!2. New Vigilante: (1)
Patrick--Play with numbers crippling enemies! (2) (Subin) - Seeking revenge with only a fist! (can be obtained through a limited event) 3. Slammer System: (1) is included in the list of basement floor 71 72. (2) Added a new feature Slammer Break Global Rankings【New】1. Plot: Chapter 21 and 22.2 added. Reference music: new background music Candlelit
Dinner and Mafia Night 【N content】1 added. Vigilante: added the new Doomsday Lord of Fire and Mad Men Nick Skin.2 Equipment: (1) Added an additional attribute change feature to some of the leader's equipment. (2) Added a new Final Set that can significantly increase all the attributes of the crew. It can be obtained from The Supreme Set.【New
Features】1. Yacht Trading: included the Yacht Review item, which can be used to recall a yacht that has already departed2. Decoration: Added the new Lion Boxer Combine Ops 【New content】1. Brand New Vigilante: Aniko -- She doesn't turn heads she breaks her neck!2. Clan Conference Room: A new Clan Present feature has been added. Initiate
meetings to work together and win amazing awards!【new feature】1. Monument to the Godfather: Added a new achievement of World Domination, which provides 2% of the attack of the crew after unlocking.2 Decoration system: (1) Added a new decoration of the lawn Cthulhu Castle. (2) Added new Cantre'r Guaelod and Galactic Portal Turf Effects. 【new
content】1. Rollback: (1) Collecting minor kickbacks to accumulate key EXPs. All clan members can collect a major rollback every time a key EXP amount. (2) Collect the main rollbacks to update the recoil major level. The higher the level of the main rollback; the greater the likelihood of There are kickbacks.2. New Babe: Chef Francesca can make your life
more delicious!3. Jewelry: The recently added Ops effect called Winged Eagle Ops. 【new content】1. New Vigilance: Black Belt Teen (Alan)!2. Monument to the Godfather: Included is the new Turf (Sea Kraken) achievement, which increases the crew's attack by 1%.3. VIP PRIVILEGE: The Buy Everything feature can be unlocked for the plantation store
when SVIP reaches 10.【New object】1. Super Bonus: Players who update monthly and/or weekly packages before time runs out will receive an additional Reward!2 extension. Crime Ops Effect: Can now pre-set the appearance of each Ops queue. 【new content】1. A brand new vigilance: (1) Executive James - always play the game on your own terms!
Significantly enhances Biker Defense and Health! (2) Exiled (Sebastian) - life on the line is the only way I know. Significantly increases the speed of construction and increases the efficiency of collection!2. Vigilante Set: Added new lv. 15 Berserker King Seth, which reinforces the Bulkers and the new Lv. 15 Speedster King Set, which strengthens bikers. They
can be obtained by enhancing the Street King Set. 【new content】1.Vigilante Achievement: Records of Every Vigilante's Kills and Win Rate when leading Ops.2.VIP Privilege:(1) Priorities search for the best resource site: Unlocking on SVIP1. (2) Buy all the items in the yacht with the click of a mouse: Unlocks on SVIP1.3.Overview Feature: Added the new
Hitman Service.【Optimization and adjustment】3.Optimized Battle Report: You can compare the attributes of an attacker with a defender. 【New content】1.Plantation:(1)Plantation Guard Dog: New Spot Black Lightning. Plantation protection can be strengthened when the guard dog is on watch. (2) Plantation Store: Spot Black Lightning can be purchased
when you have reached the appropriate levels.2.Decorations: (1)Recently added turf effects: Aurora Butterfly Easter Lining. (2) The recently added Easter Bunny - Exclusive Easter Egg Decoration, obtained as part of the Easter Festival event. 【New content】1.Plantation: (1) Now you can visit the plantations of other clan leaders. (2) Unlocking Plantation
Plant all functions on VIP8. (3) After changing the name of the watchdog, it will be displayed in Plantation.2.Babe Dress-Up: Debut of the New MFA Girl Group - Do you have a passion for fashion?3.Vigilante Set:New「Lv.10 Street King Set」,Completely strengthens the power of all crew members【New feature】1.Monument of Glory: Added a new baby
decoration----MFA Girl Group 【New content】1.Plantation:(1)Plantation Store maximum level increased to Lv. 8(2) Included the new Guardian Dog, can guard your plantation form leaders trying to steal your flower2. Decoration: New Furious Sandstorm is included Effect3.Monument of Glory: Included is a new turf effect 【new object】1.Event Center:
Included is the new Event Calendar, which event status in the form of a timeline2. Included are some new sounds and special effect 【new content】1.Whole New Vigilante: Lady Boss Holly--Most Powerful Women mafia, A new chapter: Chapter 17 and 183.Included New Language: Italian can be changed to Installation 【New feature】1.Plantation:
Included new interaction feature Steal Flower, go to another leader's plantation to steal their Flower2 Icon.Clan.Clan : Included is the new Sign of Love which can be obtained at the event White Valentine in 2019 【New content】1.Monument of Glory:(1) Included a new achievement turf: The Great Tycoon ;(2) Included a new achievement Ops: The
Legendary Lord;2.Governor of the Mafia: Included New Honor Point; The point can be obtained for each Lost crew, the received points can be used to redeem items and the Governor Mafia exclusive decorations3. Terfa Effect: Included is the new Lair of Battle Bear 4.Godfather's Collection: Included new Lv. 42 Godfather's Watch 【New content】1. New
vigilance: Warrior Monk---Gilbert. Weaken the enemy's defense through fear!2. New chapter: Chapter 15 and 16【New feature】1. Added the Bolivian flag2. Added a new element of interaction - Light Up! You can get from Mafia City Event Handbook【Optimize and customize the content】1. Optimized Elite Buildings: There will be a whole new look after the
building will be upgraded to a high-end Lv.52. Optimized Big Auction Event: Decoration owned will be marked during the auction 【new content】1.Babe System: Idol Intern (Bella)-Rising Star; This is my Era2.Equipment system: Supreme Set - costumes decorated with vultures, a symbol of the powerful Warlord3.Individual Event: (1)Included new stage goal
Babe Favor (plantation) (2) included a new scene 3 Reward (Elite Seed Box); The mansion should reach Lv. 15【New feature】1.Plantation: Included new floral sale record, you can access the flower warehouse2. Decoration system: Included is the new BlossomIng Rose turf effect 【New content】1.Babe System: Idol intern Bella-Rising Star; This is my
Era2.Equipment system: Supreme Set - costumes decorated with vultures, a symbol of the powerful Warlord3.Individual Event: (1)Included new stage goal Babe Favor (plantation) (2) included a new scene 3 Reward (Elite Seed Box); The mansion should reach Lv. 15【New feature】1.Plantation: Included new floral sale record, you can access the flower
warehouse2. Decoration System: Included is the new BlossomIng Rose turf effect 【New content】1.New Vigilante: Street King (Frankie)--This Mafia Society Is Not Rap Society2.Whole New Sticker: Included Classic mafian; You can get from the Romantic Valentine's Day event【New feature】1.Admire system: Information players who are admired can be
seen admiring the underground tournament and the governor of the mafia event2. Gasoline Clan: New new ones included Entrance; R4s and R5 can view the donation of their clan member Time and Gasoline 【New content】1.Vigilante System: Business Tycoon (Marwan) - Money is power! The age of tycoons, fate in my reach!2. Monument of Glory:
Included is a new name tag, Avatar Frame Chat Bubble Achievement - Grand Celebration 【New feature】1.Godfather's quote: Included new lessons on Vigilante, Plantation Mafia Governor 2.Clan Property: Included New Lv. 5 Properties Defense Weapon Improvement, Raid Order 【new feature】Turf】 Effect: New night demons are included【Optimize
and adjust】1.. Optimized plantation: can be directed to the Methods of Receiving interface if there are not enough acceleration elements during the Planting2.Optimized Wealth Battle: Can now be sent to the appropriate nightclub from the coordinates in the nightclub Occupy Mail3.Optimized Turf Effect: You can click on the receipt, to be aimed at getting the
Turf Effect interface, When there is no turf effect 【New content】1.Clan Territory: Clan Defense Tower can be changed to Lv. 2; Once completed, reduce the burning speed of your own lawns within reach by 50%2. Monument of Glory: Included in the Terfa Effect feature 3.Message: A new Message feature is included at the top; Long Post Tabs to Work
Message【New feature】1.Turf Effect: Included even more Turf Effect decorations to provide your lawn with more special scenery2. Included are some new sounds and a special effect 【New content】1.Babe system: Christmas elf 「Ginger」-popular throughout the campus; Youth is my asset!2.Vigilante System: Shrine Maiden 「Kiko」--Messenger of the
Celestial - Plain - Cleanser of the Damned!3. Japanese Style Celebration: Cute Lucky Cat and Tumbler will be broadcast! Turf decorations will be changed to Japanese style decorations.【New feature】1.Invest Center: Included new property---「Vigilante」2.Super Bonus: Included new 「Christmas Wonderland Monthly map」 【New content】1.Governor
Mafia: In order to show your achievements, we will create a statue for you all to admire; As governor, you can choose a statue to be created in your honor that will be displayed on the map of the territory!2.Vigilante System: Double Power---politician Caesar should help command both forces within the law and Outlaws together!3.Whole New sticker: Husky
puppy arrived-Can be unlocked in the expression section chat. 【New content】1.Whole New sticker: can be used in chat and/or Statement2.Vigilante Equipment:(1)Extremist set can be upgraded to revenge set; (2) Harley Set can be upgraded to Wind Fury Set 3.Team Tournament: New Hall of Fame, you can now admire the Top 3 Teams Team
Tournament 【new feature】1.Monument: New Crimes Symbol of Divinity2.Cops Raid-Ops Lines: You want the Police Raid Ops Movement Line of Other Clans to Be 【New Content】1.Vigilante System: A whole new vigilance awaits your set2. Team Tournament: 3 vs 3; Final Team【Whal feature】1.Monument of Glory: Includes new achievements of
Pride of Winter2.Plantation:(1)Plant Seeds and Plantation Level; The higher the level, the more seed type you can plant (2)Sell the flower and get plantation Store Point; The point can be used to buy goods on the Plantation Store (3)Redeem Goods - Level Up Plantation Store; Level update to redeem more goods 【New content】1.Celebrate 2th Anniversary:
Mafia City almost 2 years, Lawn and landscapes will be decorated as part of the Celebration Of Anniversary2.Elite Building: Buildings Behind the Wall now also have a new look when aligned to an elite level【New feature】1.Monument of Glory: Included new name tag Achievement2.New Plot: Chapter 13, Chapter 14【Pretimize and customize
content】VIP Shop Optimization : Notice will be displayed on Chopper Apron when the VIP store opens 【New content】1.Decoration Achievement: Monument of Glory built by mysterious forces completed, received the specified permanent decoration to receive appropriate powerful amateurs2. Vigilante System: The new filter feature will help you choose
different types of Vigilante faster3. Celebrate Halloween: Turf Scenery and main theme interface will be changed as Halloween【New feature】Source-produced Boost Item: New Use Of All Features; Can activate buffs for a connected building faster 【new content】1.Clan Hospital: Can accommodate some of the excess wounded when hospitals are full,
Consume clan honor to heal Wounds2.Buff Set: Various Buff item can be activated at the same time from the Buff mansion interface with activate Buff Set button3. Foxy Urban Legend ---Tracey has arrived! Significantly reduce the investment time【New feature】Loud speaker decoration: You can choose a loud speaker decoration when announcing in the
city chat 【A new feature】1.Achievement: New Achievement (Legendary Clan) Elite Skill 2.Sound Setting: Now you can adjust the volume of background music and sound effect3. Yacht Product Update Reminder: Notifies you when a yacht has a new product【Optimize and customize the content】1.Fund Optimization Management: Bubble Notice will be
displayed above the fountain when the fund can be invested or collected2. Elite Building Optimization: Displays an attribute that can be obtained after updating 【New content】1.Godfather's building: Boss has found drawings left by the former godfather. You can upgrade your lv30 mansion with drawings from the Daily Contract Chest or packages
now.2.Super Raid: Mafia bosses are always chasing a stronger assault force. You can consume a certain item to set a super raid that can turn the basic attributes of all troops into to your main attributes after you have reached SVIP10.3.Financial Fund: New business tycoon arrived in mafia mafia 【new content】1. Equipment System: Increase your
dominant set! Become an unsurpassed warlord of a mafia city! Warlord Set can significantly improve the combat ability of both the biker and the bulker2. Scrap Collector: An item sold to a scrap collector can be recovered by spending gold within 24 hours of 【 New Feature】1. Mafia Governor: Included are more items that can be redeemed by Point2. SVIP
Store: Included Lv. 9 SVIP Store3. Included is a certain sound and special effect 【New content】1. Babe System: The new beeb agent Viola arrived 2. The mercenary: A new group of mercenaries arrived 3. Vigilante Set: A new type of Vigilante Set has been released, rumors say that a new mercenary owns the material 【New feature】1. Clan Store: Raid
Cancel is now available for purchase2. City map: Include entry to the Turf 3 options list. City Hall: Turn on the entrance to City Hall4. Cross-server event: Included Clash of The Mafia and the City Royal Chat 【New Content】1. Babe System: The new beeb agent Viola arrived 2. The mercenary: A new group of mercenaries arrived 3. Vigilante Set: A new
type of Vigilante Set has been released, rumors say that a new mercenary owns the material 【New feature】1. Clan Store: Raid Cancel is now available for purchase2. City map: Include entry to the Turf 3 options list. City Hall: Turn on the entrance to City Hall4. Cross-server event: Included Clash of The Mafia and the City Royal Chat 【new feature】1.
New Include Vigilante in Ops Settings: Crime Ops can exclude Vigilante by default2. Mayoral Election: New Secretary Appoint/Sack and Send Pack Feature3. Governor Mafia: New State Cabinet Appoint / Dismiss and Send Pack feature【Optimize and customize content】Optimized Governor Mafia:(1) When entering the governor mafia battle card, The
countdown to the fight will be displayed 【New content】1.New Audio Feature: You can now change Turf's background music by clicking on the radio on Mansion2.Item Recycling Feature (test): The item can be reworked from time to time and then get the appropriate amount of resources【New feature】1.New Like feature: now, like other members of the
Chat Clan, after the clan members have reached the level2. The Combat Report can now be shared with a private message 【New content】1.New Chat Post Recall Feature2.Construction Set: Wearer will be able to provide the ultimate creativity of the designer【new feature】1.Mercenary Search: Unlocked when the mansion is above Lv. 8 and the event is
active2. New Avatar Picture3.Included some new sound and special effects【Optimized - Adjusted Content】1.Optimized - Updated Defined Interface 2.Set Boosting Event Optimization: Can directly boost the dominant Set on event page 【New content】1. Vigilante System: A brand new vigilance waiting to be New plot: Chapter 9 and 10 added3. added3.
New Event and Real Estate: Valuable Box Warehouse【New feature】1. Clan Invitation Announcement: You can set up the contents of the invitation ad2. City Coordinator: Include a secondary menu where a specific feature will be moved to【Imultimate and adjust content】Daily Jobs Optimization: Include daily vacancy entry into the work interface 【New
content】1. Chat Emoji:(1) Included Recently Used (2) included Fast Access (3) included some new Emoji2. SMS: The new SMS feature can send a direct text message to the player by entering them in-Game Nickname3. Included is a new avatar image【New feature】1. Clan Position: Different positions contain different buffs and permissions of the clan2.
Turf Star Level: You can now choose to display the Star Level Turf or Not3. Included is a certain sound and a special effect 【new function】1. Vigilante System: The whole new Vigilante is waiting to be recruited2. Chat Emoji: Included are new emojis 【Opretimize and customize the content】1. Optimized Vigilante: The customized vigilante name can now
be seen on combat report2. Design optimization: The Crime Ops attack effect can now be viewed on the decorating interface3. Optimized Death Control: When an attack matches the state of effect, The Crime Ops 100,000 crew will be pre-installed 【New content】1. Roadster Club: The whole new roadster is waiting to be unlocked2. Godfather Collection:
New lv. 40 Godfather in cane【New Feature】1. Equipment Kit: The new 4'5 equipment kit is available through invest2. Bookmark: A new control feature can remove a few favorite coordinates3. Cross-server map: You can now share cords from a cross-server card on Clan Chat4. Included is a certain sound special effect【Optimize】Search Optimization:



Notice will appear when the search can not find the player 【new content】1. Governor mafia: (1) Governor Exclusive Avatar Frame and Chat Bubble (2) Can share a combat report at the Governor Mafia event in the state of Chat 2. Vigilante System: A brand new exclusive Vigilante building, the entrance to Vigilante has moved into an exclusive building3.
Clan Competition: Can view formation of a crew of participants from your own Clan4. SVIP Store: Store level limit increases to Lv. 8【New Feature】1. Babe's Auto Gaming Feature: Reach SVIP4 to permanently unlock this feature 【New content】1.Vigilante system: (1) Vigilante can be used in underground tournaments and clan contest (2) All new biker
Vigilante-Paul, waiting for your orders! 【New feature】1.Clan Announcement: A new feature2.First translation once using a personal message will remind the player not to give out personal info3. Include a certain sound and special effect【Premize and adjust】1.When private messaging players from another city include about the city at the end of the
players' name 【New content】1. Exclusive Privilege: The new Update feature may extend and extend the Privilege just days before the exclusive privilege expires.2 Summary Attribute: New New Power 【New feature】1. The resource interface Use all safe resources feature is enabled. Wall Interface: Turn on the input to use the Strength Recovery
element 【Impimise and adjust the content】1. Interface Raid: During the raid, clicking on the blocked slot will be directed to the Clan Donation and Property Interface 【New Content】.Governor Mafia: (1) Can display the Governor Official on the lawn in the map (2) Players can communicate and communicate with the player of other cities in the state
through the State Chat【New Feature】1.Equipment Set: Can add Godfather's Collection : The leader of the clan can delete messages on the message board of the clan 3.Included new image of Avatar 4.Included new sound and special effect 【New content】1.Governor of the Mafia:(1) New feature (2) Entry to the Mafia Governor included in
Church2.Vigilante System: (1) New Vigilante Share feature (2) All new Vigilante waits, to be unlocked【New feature】1.Battle Slogan: Displays phrases on its own territory in a city map , unlocked on SVIP 62.Clan Management: R5 and R4s can add Notes to the Member3 clan.Included a certain new sound and special effect 【new feature】1. Added entry to
the Event Center on the City Map2 interface. A new Avatar image is included【Pretimize and adjust the content】1. Adjust: Daily supply limit - the higher the level of the Mansion, the higher the limit2. Chat optimization: The flashing effect will be displayed in the new message in Clan Chat3. The special effect has been optimized with the continuous collection
of Exclusive Privileges and Super Bonus 'Reward 【New Content】1. Vigilante System: New Vigilante Skills Update (Certain Skills Can Be Enhanced) 2. Equipment Switch: Combine and create hardware kits to switch 【new feature】1. Clan Voting: Can View Voters 2. Vigilante Online Reward: Catalina Fragment can be obtained by constantly staying online
3. Leader Skills: A new naming skill set feature 【Optimize and customize content】1. When construction time enters free time, the system will automatically close all other options 【New content】Vigilante System: Recruit Vigilante to lead your Ops Dominant Set: I've Come, I've seen I've conquered!【New feature】Including New Equipment Real Estate:
Unlocks Godfather Equipment Switch when Investing The Godfather Collection: New Equipment Switch allows you to switch faster between different collections【Optimize and customize content】Cros-City Events Optimization : Activated Truce will be terminated after the announcement】 【 events : Recruit Vigilante to lead your Ops Dominant set: I came, I
saw, I conquered!【Wha's feature】 Including new Equipment Unlocks Godfather Equipment Switch when investing The Godfather Collection: New Equipment Switch allows you to switch faster between different collections【Optimize and customize content】Rome-City Events Events The activated truce will be terminated after the event's entry and
continues again after the release of the event 【New Content】Ravo preview feature: Click the magnifying glass on the item and you'll be able to view the possible Smuggler awards: There's a chance to display The Mysterious Surprise, which contains a host of Babe System awards: A brand new kid waiting for you! 【New feature】Use all features: Now you
can use more resources at the same time Favorite: Recently add a Favorite Type icon to the list of 【New Content】Achev collection: Superior Boss, Continuous Login and Achievement will be unlocked 【New feature】Aination: Includes Lesson 19 Mafia Clash - Lesson 20 City Royal Auto-Translation: The translation button will appear in the chat after
activation 【Frimimize and adjust the content】Gidans to view the gameplay is available when entering a certain interface 【New content】New voting collection feature : Included Multi-Alter (Available for VIP5 and above) 【New feature】Notification: New Babe Notice and VIP State option【Optimize and customize content】Optimized animation resource
consumption: Display speed will increase when the resource is consumed multiple times in a short period of time. 【New Content】New Property: Mercenary's CollectionGodfater: Received attribute can be blocked after Alter【New feature】New Numeric Keyboard: Displays numerical keyboard to enter numbers【Optimize Adjust the content】Opttimize part
of the interface :' Interface UpdateOptimized Animation Crew displayed in Turf【Repair Content】Mont abnormal crew training displayed due to Kingpin-TrouserRepaired abnormal display issue with Classy Roadster, Night Ripper ICON 【New feature】Stor: Included 5 Extended ChipsLative Wheel : Included Roadster Club Point 【Optimize and customize
content】Optimized blocked area: Show the unlocking process. Optimized interface: Interface Update.Update Animation Camp while learning crews.【Montable content】Monted the abnormal display issue after switching Flower Rankings.Repaired the issue that part of auto parts cannot be purchased or sold. 【New feature】 Road Club: Include more new
'Class Roadster' pre【Optimize Adjust Content】Mail Notice will be sent to the Underground Tournament City Royal OpensLeader Info Interface now display Crew DamageSMultiple VIP Duration Items Can Be Used at the same timeClan Bounty Order Optimization: Can check the progress of the mission on Review Features【Mont repair Content】Mont
abnormal display problems with awards in clan jobs 【New content】Crem Ops Included personalized and displays the sloganDecoration System: Activate the decoration of the lawn and unlock the decoration Star Up featureUnlock Decoration Attribute Attribute ves (dot) lv 26Unlock Decoration Star Up, When the mansion reaches 30【New feature】New
VIP update pop-up: automatically select the required number of VIP glasses required to upgrade 【New content】Clan Secret Base: Hide Crew, Avoid LossesWhole New Lv. 43 Equipment: Sharing first-class equipment and dominate the city's mafia【New feature】Klan Kickback: New feature When there are not enough VIP glasses, the update recall will be
added to the tag【The optimize and customize content】Cert display optimization: Display will prioritize current eventsBlack Market Optimization: Displays the number of Check owned, and enabled entry to access red wine 【 New content】New latest spy reports about this leader can be viewed when logging into the SpyBlocked Player interface: You can
now use the block feature to block messages from Block Player to City or Clan Chat【New feature】Leader Skills Point Notice : The indicator will be displayed on Avatar Picture when there is an unused Skill Point【Impimise Adjust the Resource Building Bubble】Prepare: The Bubble will be displayed when there are resources available to collect 【New
content】Source Collect: Click on the resource bubble once to collect all the resources of the same kind. Clan Main Interface: Includes Clan Gift Entry【New feature】Super Bonus: Included Event Center EntranceNew Avatar Photo: Providing more choice【Optimize and adjust content】 Reflects the results of the battle displayed in the Battle Report and
Street Force Battle Report【 Content】montremontal display problem with the button on the Information Interface Mansion 【New feature】New ownership: Advanced ArmsCity Royal: Winner can set the title for their opponentsIn that new sound and special effect【Optimized and customize the content】Optimal parts of the interface: Interface
update【Monter content】Monting issue, where Angela doesn't appear on the BabeRepaired interface issue, where more gold can be deducted after taking the Clan Collaboration TaskRepaired issue where Registration is not possible during the Mafia Clash in October 【New Content】New Baby : LinNew Equipment Install System : Assemble 6 Equipment
Get Extra Boosts【New Feature】Manciation Decoration Preview: Pre-appearance of the mansion within the turf on the decorating interface【Impimize and adjust the content】Deptious Ride Lottery Wheels: There's a Chance to Get Xmas Turf and Angela Fragment【【 Repair Content】Remont issue where no menu selection pops up when tying/switching
to Google account on Android 8.0 【New feature】Nasses Mafia Play】mati playoffs Bid and Observer SystemBabe snippet can be used, to add for some babeXmas Decoration Elements【Impimize and Adjust Content】Radar Optimization Feature: Insufficient Radar Optimization: Optimization of Insufficient Radar Level: Radar: Radar: Radar: Radar:
Experience and Sensation【Monter Content】Remont problem where resources are purchased using the default amount of goldRepaired display is the issue of using all features when there are no weapons 【New content】City Royal: Enter the City Royal; Beginning December 15, 2017!【New feature】 Roadside Club: Included New Add Common Car and
Sharing FeaturesDecoration System: More Personalized Decorations Including New Lv.40 Equipment【Optim and Customize Content 】Ptimized Part Interface: Interface UpdateOptimized Works of Art by Some Crew【 Content Repair】Remont Problem, where the radar does not flicker in some casesIn part of the anomalous display problem in the Common
Roadster New Content list:City Royal A: Enter the Royal City and enjoy the battle of the cities! Active Skill: Death FightNew Feature: Crime Ops Proportion: Can choose crews according to a fraction of the total crew, When sending out crime OpsIncluded more FlagsOptimize and adjust: Optimized Lapidary Complex: Pop-ups are available using an additional
gems slot without activating the SVIP 【New content】Clash Mafia playoffs are about to begin: Battle begins this SundayFlash Feature: Displaying a personalized icon on the city map【New feature】 : You can now select a crew in proportion to the Crime Ops' Limit, on the crew formation interface. Crime Ops Dispatch Ratio: Choose a proportional crew
count according to the total crew within MansionNew Leader Skills: Included new active and passive skills 【New feature】Inceivable new SVIP 10 StoreAdded New Sound and Special EffectInimped New Use All Safe Resources Element feature: Can be used in the Resource Section ItemAdded New Property Equipment: Invest and strengthen【Optim】Pty
: The task collaboration displays the appropriate qualityOptimized Rookie Guide【Monter Content】Mont abnormally countdown is displayed to change the Avatar interface 【New content】1.New feature: Every once in a while the game will randomly give a question to which the answer will be given2. New Roadster Club: Collect luxury cars to strengthen
yourself【New feature】1.Included new sound effect and special effect2. A new feature for finding urban resource tiles is included: Search is more convenient.3 A new lv is on. 35 Equipment【Impimize and Adjust】1.Optimized Display After Equipment Hidden: A More Intuitive Display 【New Content】1. Mafia Tag: Added tag clan, now all clan mate can be
seen labeled cords2. Hall of Fame: Dominate in and get admiration【New feature】1. Favorite Mail: Save important letters by classification2. Added list of blocked players: Manage Block List3. Added a new sound effect and a special effect4. Clan Chat Notification: Click to go to unread or update your chat history【Optimize and adjust content】1. Optimized
Avatar Frame Effect: can increase the increase Download Avatar Picture 【New content】1. VIP Store Event: Exclusive Gifts, Limited Time【New】1. Included is the new Champ Chat Bubble tournament: for the leader of the 1st rank of the tournament (Global) when the event ended2. A new sound effect and a special effect are included3. Information
sharing with FB is available when you become 1st in Tournament4. Lottery Wheel: Sharing is available when you draw a super exclusive item【Impimise and adjust the content】1. Optimized parts of the interface: Interface update 【New content】1. Clan Collaboration Trust Event: Help and perform tasks to get a multitude of rewards2. Underground
Tournament Event: Compete to become the king of the mafia【New feature】1. Included is a new sound effect and a special effect2. Included is a new rating tip: Click to move to another rating【Impimise and adjust the content】1. Optimized babe system: optimization of the main interface Babe, Star Up interface, etc. 【New content】1. Godfather
Equipment: You can get a godfather coin【New function】1. Added a new sound effect and a special effect2. Clan banner: 2 new banners added3. Wall appearance: Changes will occur as the wall is updated4. Cop Raid: Added a new interface page on the Clan Battle page after the launch of Cop Raid【Optimize' Adjust Content】1. Optimized parts of the
interface: Update2 interface. Optimized yachting: separate the gifts Babe required for Star Up 【New Content】1. Reward Update Lottery Wheel: Even a chat bubble can be received included presentation and tips in Combat Report2. The new crew Type Selection feature is available when organizing a team3 criminal operation. City Report: The Battle Report
can now be shared on City Chat4. City Sketch Map: Now supports a feature for directing and viewing other urban【New feature】1. Added a new sound effect and a special effect2. The combat report is differentiated into an attacker and defender 【New content】1. Included are a brief report and tips in the combat report2. The new crew type selection
feature is available when crime organization Ops team3. City Report: The Battle Report can now be shared on City Chat4. City Thumbnail Map: Now supports a feature for directing and viewing other urban【New feature】1. Added a new sound effect and a special effect2. The combat report is differentiated into Attacker and Defender3. The Upload Avatar
feature will be blocked when you upload an inappropriate photo of the avatar 【New content】1. Clear the Street Forces: Invite friends to help you defeat street forces【New feature】1. Acceleration interface: New Obtain entrance2. Crew Training Interface: Included Crew Talent on training interface3. Mail Info interface: Included next/previous message
button 【New Clear the Street Forces: Invite friends to help you defeat street forces【New feature】1. Acceleration interface: New Obtain entrance2. Crew Crew Interface: Included Crew Talent on training interface3. Mail Info: The next/previous message button 【New content】1. Baby system: Free to change clothes from locked babies【New feature】1.
Added Clan Board: It's easier to communicate with clan members2. Added elements category feature: Items that are categorized by category【Impim and adjust content】1. Optimized parts of the special effect and sound effect2. Partial interface optimized: interface update3. Optimized clan Store: Optimizing usage and guidance4. Optimized baby system:
Optimized baby models and interface page 【New content】1. Self-diagnosis: Diagnosis of game scores when failed to log in2. New reward center: Admission Integration Reward【New feature】1. Equipment system: Trade with the smuggler, do the strongest equipment2. Clan Donation and Real Estate: New list of designated properties 【New content】1.
Babe Star Up System: Star to unlock skills2. Network Detector: Can choose to switch the network when the connection is bad【New function】1. Added a new special effect and sound effect2. Advanced Baby Game: Gift 3 roses at once to get more favors3. The opportunity to share on Facebook after the help of all members of the clan4. Added Mark Crew
Type: You can distinguish between crew types when training5. New daily contract: Share 【 New content on Facebook】1. New City Contest: Challenge the new city, dominate the mafia【new feature】1. Added a new special effect and sound effect2. New Crime Ops Skin: Snow Crime Ops【Optimize and Customize Content】1. Optimized chat interface:
Optimized button and logic of copying the player's name by long-pressed player avatar2. Optimized equipment system: Optimized exchange interface3. Optimized Achievement Collection: Unlockable Achievement Collection when a leader reaches level 5 【New content】1. The mafia's path to power: rapid growth, reward claiming2. Lottery Wheel: Draw and
win additional awards【New feature】1. Included are some new special effects and sound effects2. New 25-30 level equipment is included: Exchange of the best equipment3. Included is green quality gemstone solutions: Available when Masanori Hano's favor reached 300【Optimize and customize content】1. Lapidary Optimization: The logic of the queue
has been optimized. Optimization of the map of the city and the mansion: Optimized display 【New content】1. Godfather quote: Learn and dominate all the mafia【new feature】1. Online Reward 2.0: Rescue and Win Baby Love2. Equipment synthesis: Equipment can now be synthesized with higher qualities (4 white quality equipment be combined in the
form of 1 green quality equipment)3. Add new ways to get gems: now available at Lucky Poker and Smuggler【Optimize and Adjust Content】1. Optimized acceleration logic: The confirmation pop-up will no longer be displayed when you use the gold gold acceleration speed
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